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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION TO OMNIDIRECTIONAL AND NON-DIRECT PATH
INFRARED OPTICAL DATA COMMUNICATION
The use of infrared (IR)light as a free spacedata
communication carrier has gained considerable interestin
recent years. Infrared datacommunications are
characterized by safety, wirelessness,signal locality,
andinvisibility.Anotheradvantageisthatinmost
countries infrared communicationisnot regulated by the
government;hence they are suitable for a wide variety of
applications.
Free space optical data communication systemscan be
characterizedbydifferentforms of opticalpathsand
radiation patterns.The optical path can be direct (line-
of-light) or non-direct (by reflection).Theradiation
patterncanbea focused beam or cone,oritcanbe
omnidirectional. Thereforetherearefourpossible
combinations. Thefocusedand direct pathsystem(or
abbreviatedas the FDP system)is the prevailing type in
most application. The other potentially useful type is the
omni-directional and non-direct path system, abbreviated
as theONPsystem. In an ONP system,lightenergy is
radiated fromthetransmitteromnidirectionally and
reaches the receiver from all directionsvia direct paths
or by reflection off the ceiling and walls.
Twotypes of semiconductor devices are suitablefor2
use as infraredlight sources, infraredlight emitting
diodes(infraredLED)and infrared laser diodes.Laser
diodeshave very fast response time (nanoseconds),small
output powerand lowefficiency. InfraredLED'shave
relativelyslowresponse (microseconds), largeoutput
power and high efficiency. Different radiating cone angles
are available for the LEDs. Otherinfrared light sources,
suchas the gas lasers,are not suitablebecausetheir
intensity cannot be controlled effectively for modulation,
or their efficiency are two low.
Accordingto the author's knowledge, almost all free
space optical data communication systems now in use belong
to theFDPsystem class. TheyrangefromTVremote
controls, where loose focus is used,to the lasercode
reader, wheresharpfocus is used. FDPtype optical
computerdata link products have alsoemergedrecently.
FDP systemsprevailbecausetheirsignallevel is
relativelyhighduetothe directlineofsight and
focusing. Therefore, relativelysimple, lowcost
techniquescan be used to achieve the required rangeand
datasecurity. Due to thefocusingandline-of-sight
requirement, FDP systems require physical alignment of the
transmitter and the receiver.
Anexample of FDP computer data linksystem isthe
PhotoLink Cabling System developed by Photonics in1989
[1]. Itis designed for open officeenvironments. It
consistsofa"Photolink"which connects toupto4
personalcomputers.The Photolinkis mounted in ahigh
locationandtransmitsandreceivesfocusedinfrared
beams. Itisdesignedasapointtopointcable
replacement and cannot be used as a LAN.Anotherexample
isan optical keyboard designed by Three-Fie System Inc.
It is asemi-focusedopticaldata:ommunication system3
with a narrow infrared beam cone angle of 16 degrees [2].
On the o+her hand, there has been little study on ONP
systems. Theauthor has done a computeraidedlibrary
search andfoundnopublications on similartopic. ONP
systems offersomesignificantadvantagesover FDP
systems.Since both the light emission and receptionare
omnidirectionalandtheceiling and walls areusedas
reflectors,there arenoproblemsrelatedto physical
alignment andplacement.Thelargecoverageofthe
communication area also makesmultidrop optical
communication networks possible.
Thedifficulty in realizing a ONP system lies in the
lowsignal level which results in a poorsignal-to-noise
ratio.The light beams are diffused after reflectionand
fill the entire room.The light flux density at any point
in the area is very low. Only a tiny fraction of the total
emitted power can be collected by the photo detector which
usuallyhasaneffective detecting areaof only afew
squaremillimeters.The poor reflectance ratioofmost
buildingmaterialsmakesthesituationevenworse.
Therefore, the key point of a realization involving ONP is
toachievethe highest possible systemefficiency. In
multidropnetworkingsituationsthecollisionproblem
causedbythesimultaneoustransmissionofmultiple
network nodes will also have to be solved.
Thescopeofthis thesis work is toresearchthe
theory and practice of ONP free space indoor opticaldata
communication. Thelimitsof such systemsaretobe
determinedanalyticallyandverifiedexperimentally.
Specifically, the followingaspects will be addressedin
Chapter Two through Chapter Five:4
Illumination functions for FDP and ONP systems
ONP feasibility study
Analysis of optimal LED driving methods
System level design considerations
Experiment and verification of ONP optical
communication
In Chapter Two the illumination functions for the FDP
andONPsystems are derived.The two classes of systems
arecompared analytically with respect to theirrelative
signallevelusingtheilluminationfunctions. The
extremelyweak signal level of the ONP system raisesthe
question of its feasibility.Much more emitted power from
theONPtransmitter (meaning increasedcost andpower)
seemstoberequiredfora ONP receiver toobtaina
similar signal level to that obtained in a FDP system.
ChapterThree addresses the feasibilityquestion by
calculating the ONP communication range asa functionof
the total emitted light power.The calculation shows that
in an ideal system only a few infrared LED's are needed to
covera large room for ONP communication.ONPwouldbe
feasible ifaproperlydesignedsystemwithhigh
efficiency were available.
Chapter Fourinvestigateson the LEDdriverstage
whichhas agreateffectonthetransmitter'spower
efficiency.A thorough analysisofthe power efficiency
was performed. This produced a setofcurves showing the5
relationshipbetween data rate, communication range and
emittedlight power.Given predefined requirements,the
curves help to find optimal system parameters in the sense
of energy conversion efficiency.
ChapterFiveincludes an example of thedesign and
implementationof anONPfree space indoor optical data
communication system. The methodology developed in Chapter
Fourand some radio frequency principles are used inthe
design.6
CHAPTER TWO
THE ANALYSIS OF ILLUMINATION FUNCTIONS
Inafree spaceoptical data communication system,
lightenergyis used as the data carrier.Normallythe
lightsourceismodulated in intensitytoencodethe
information to be transmitted. This variation of intensity
isdetectedbythe receiver and isconvertedbackto
electrical signals.
Inanunfocused or semifocused freespaceoptical
communication system,the optical signal level attenuates
rapidly with distance.The strength of the optical signal
ismeasured byitsflux(opticalpower)density on a
surface in the unitsof watt/m2. Theflux density of a
pointon a surface exposedto incident lightiscalled
RadiantIncidance, or Illumination.The functionthat
describesthechange ofillumination onasurfaceis
called theIlluminationFunction. The illumination
function is very important in the analysis of a free space
opticalcommunication system.For an ONP system,we are
particularlyinterested inthe FloorIllumination
Function, which can be used to calculate the optical power
receivedby a photo detector placed onthe "floor", an
imaginary plane facing the ceiling.
In the followingsections the illumination functions
for the FDP and ONP systems will be derived.Although the
primaryinterestis in findingthefloorillumination
function fortheONPsystem, the illumination function
forthe FDP system will be derived as well inorder to beable to compare the two systems quantitatively.The terms
and units that willbeused are those recommended by the
Optical Society ofAmerica [3].Table I summarizes these
quantities that will appear subsequently.
TABLE 2.1RADIOMETRIC SYMBOLS, NAMES AND UNITS
Syabol and
Equation Male Description Unit
U Radiant energy joule
OdU/dt Radiant power (flux) Rate of transfer of radiant energy watt
W:Wds Radiant flux density Radiant power incident on or watt/cal
leaving a surface, divided by the
area of that surface
g:d0/ds Radiant incidance Radiant flux density incident watt/cal
upon a surface
Y:Wds Radiant exitance Radiant flux density leaving watt /cs2
a surface
I:(4/(19 Radiant intensity Radiant power leaving a point watt/sr
source per unit solid angle
Radiant reflectance Ratio of absorbed radiant power
to incident radiant power8
2.1The Illumination Function for FDP Systems
ThetypicalradiantpatternofaFDPfree-space
optical data communication system is illustrated by Figure
2.1.Thetransmission efficiency EFFt is definedas the
ratio ofthepower received by the photo detector to the
power emitted bytheLED. To evaluate the transmission
efficiencyof the FDP system it isconvenient to usethe
concept of solid angle.
Emitter 9 E
r
Figure 2.1 A FDP system
Detector
Forsimplicitythe radiant intensity of the LEDis
assumed to be uniform over the entire solid angle Qi having
ahalfconeangleof O.(Appendix Billustratesthe
radiantintensitypatterns of an actual LED).Since the
radiant intensityis the same everywherewithin6,the
transmissionefficiency is then the ratio of Qi toQ2,
where E22 is the solid angle of the cone formedbythe9
effective detecting surface and the vertex with halfcone
angle of E.
Q1= 2n(1-cos0)
= 4nsin2(0/2)
Q2= 2n(1-cose)
= 4nsin2(e/2)
sinceE is very small,sine /2)can be approximatedby
t(D/r) wherer is the distance between the LED andthe
photodetector, and D is the diameter of theeffective
detecting area of the photo detector. Therefore,
Q2= tn(D/r)2
the transmission efficiency is then
Q2
EFFt
Example 2.1
In(D/r)2
4nsin2(0/2)
In FDP systems, narrow beam LEDs are usually used. As
an example, let 0=10°, r=l0m and D=2.5mm.4R(0.0025/10)'
EFFt =
4nsin2(10°/2)
= 0.51x10-6
(2-1)
10
In this case,approximately half a millionth of the total
emitted power is received by the detector at a distance of
10 meters.
Example 2.2
Assumethat a focused laser diode is used with 0=1°,
r=10m and D=2.5mm.
EFFt =
111(0.0025/10)2
4nsin2(1°/2)
= 0.515x10-4
An improvement in coupling efficiency byafactor of 100
is gained by narrowing the light beam by 10afactorof
10. Ingeneral, if0 is 10°orlessthecoupling
efficiencyis approximately inversely proportional to the
square of 0.
2.2. The Floor Illumination Function for ONP Systems
In a ONP system, line-of-sight does not exist between
the light emitter and the photodetector.The transmission
oflight mainly depends on the ceiling whichactsasa11
diffusereflector.Every area on the ceiling contributes
to theillumination ofthereceiver. Thereforethe
illuminationlevelof the receiveris an integration of
such contributions over the entire ceiling.
Indeterminingtheillumination of apointata
randomlocationon the floor,the following assumptions
aremade:
1. Both the emitter and detector are placed on the
floor plane. The emitter radiates omni-
directioanlly in the upper hemisphere. The
detector also receives omnidirectioanlly in
the upper hemisphere.
2. The ceiling is a diffuse reflector having a
reflectance ratio p;
3. The floor is a non-reflectant plane parallel to
the ceiling;
4. Both the ceiling and floor planes are infinite and
the reflection off the walls are neglected;
5. There is a small opaque object blocking the line-
of-sight between the emitter and detector. The
effect of the its shadow on the ceiling
illumination is negligible.
Assumption(4)merits some discussion.For a large room
where the width and depth of the room is much greater than
the height of theceiling,only a verysmall portion of
the reflected power isreceivedfromthewalls and the
assumption is a good approximation.For a small room, the
wallswouldstrengthen the signal level.Therefore(4)12
represents a worst case condition.
First, M((b,h,r,11),the radiant exitance of any point
on the ceiling as a functionof the total emitted optical
power,the height of the ceiling,the distancefrom the
emitter to the receiver and the ceiling's reflectant ratio
will be found .Then, Ef(41,h,r,p),the floor illumination
function,the equation that can be usedto calculate the
radiantincidanceatany point onthefloorwillbe
derived. Knowing the radiant incidance at any point on the
floor, the amount of optical power that a photo detector
receives can then be quantitatively determined.
2.2.1 Ceiling Radiant Exitance Function
AtypicalONP system is illustrated by Figure2.2.
Thefigure is drawn in two dimensions since everything is
symmetricalabout theverticalaxis passing through the
emitter.
The incident radiant flux density (illumination) on
the ceiling Ec, and the radiant exitance function (flux
h
Ceiling
Floor lane
Possible
obstacle
Emitter Receiver
Figure 2.2
An ONP system
r13
reflected off the ceiling per unit area) are denoted by Ec
and Mc, respectively, and Mc=pEc.
Ec is afunction of the total emitted power0,the
height of the ceiling h andthe horizontal distance r and
satisfies the following relation:
h/2n
Ec(0,r,h) =
(h2+r2)3/2
0 watt/m2 (2-2)
Proof 1
Since the omnidirectional emitter can be considered a
pointsource,E'c(0,r,h),the illumination ofasmall
surface on the ceiling perpendicular to the incident light
(Figure 2.3),is inversely proportional to the squareof
thedistance:
A(0)
E'c((',r,h) = watt/m3
h2+r2
whereA(0)is some linear function of the totalemitted
power 0.
Asmallsurfaceontheceilinghasadownward
vertical normalwhichmakes an angle a with the incident
light. Therefore the illumination of point a is the scalar
product of E'c(0,r,h) and the normal of ceiling:14
Ceiling surface
r )...
,...- ...,.. . .- -,.....-
..,---7i- ,---,----
,
... Incident
light
7fx
Imaginary surface
perpendicular to
incident light
Figure 2.3
Perpendicular Incident Flux Density
A(41.)
Ec(i,r,h) = cos(a)
h2 +r2
A010
h2 +r2 .012+r2
A(0)1-1
(watt/m2) (2-3)
(h2i-r2)3/215
To find A(') we just need to equate the total emitted
power 0andthe total flux passing aninfinitelylarge
ceiling.The latter is the integral of thefluxdensity
over the entire ceiling:
Ceiling
t =fEc(0,r,h)ds
s->m
A(0) h
ds
(hz+r2 )3/2
s->m
r 41H-dr
Emitter
I
Figure 2.4
the differential of area S
A
h
usingthe polar form of ds as shown by Figure2.4, the
integral can be written asTherefore,
2EA(0)h
0 = rdr
rro (h2+r2)3/2
fw
1
t
d(r2) = nhA(0)
r=0 (h2r4)3/2
fw
1 d(r2 = nhA(0) i-h2)
r=0 (h2r2)3/2
=2TchA(0)[1/4412+r2]
= 2TEA(0)
A(0) = 0/2n
co
r =0
16
Substituting (2-3)for A(0),we obtain theillumination
function of the ceiling:
Ec(c,r,h) =
Proof 2
hi2TE
(h2 +r2 )3/2
Using the conceptofsolidangle,the solid angle
differential corresponding to ds in Figure 2.3 isdQ -
cos(a)
ds
r2 +h2
h
(112 +r2 ) 3/2
ds
17
since the upper half hemisphere contains a solid angleof
2n, the flux differential contained in dQ is
therefore,
dQ
d0 = 0
2n
h/2n0ds
(h2 +r2 )3/2
Ec(0,r,h) =
ds
h/2n0
(h2 +r2 )3/2
Thisquantityisthe radiant incidanceor the incident
lightflux density at an arbitrary point on theceiling.
The radiant exitance,or the reflected light fluxdensity
M(0,h,r,p), istheportionoftheincidentamount
determined by the surface's reflectant ratio p:M(0,h,r,p) = pE(0,r,h)
ph /2n
(h2 +r2 )3/2
(1) (2-3)
18
Thisfunction is plotted in two ways by Figure2.5 and
Figure 2.6, respectively.
2.2.2 Derivation of the Floor Illumination Function
Asthelight from the emitter reaches theceiling,
the entire ceiling is illuminated according to the ceiling
exitance function M(0,h,r,p).Any point on the floor, in
power density
Met,h,r,u)
io-3watt
t.
0.8
0.6
0
00
100row,
4=50irw
200mw
h=3m
A=.3
10
distance
Figure 2.5
Ceiling radiance power density as a function of
distance from ceiling center
r
14 M19
.52mw/m2
Mc(',h,r,u)
100 mw
h= 3m
u=.3
30x30m2
Figure 2.6
Ceiling radiance power densityover a 30x30m2 ceiling plane
turn,is illuminated by energy originating fromevery the
ceilingsurface.The floor illumination functionisan
integrationoftheceilingradiantexitancefunction
M(0,h,r,p) over the entire ceiling.We denote the floor
illumination function by Ef(4,h,r,p).To find Ef weneed
tofind the differential of the radiant incidance foran
arbitrary point on the floor plane.
Consider a small ceiling surface element, dSi,and a
small floor surface element, dS2 (Figure 2.7). The exitant
flux differential of dSiis denoted by d(Di.The incident
flux differential of dS2is denoted by d02.The incident20
flux density (radiant incidance)differential isdenoted
bydEf.Since the distance between thetwosurfaces is
much greater than the diameter of both surfaces,dSican
be considered as apoint source viewedfrom dS2and the
Lambert Cosine Law applies:
1(8) = I(0)cos(0)
Ceiling dS1
Emitter Detector
Figure 2.7
Small ceiling area's contribution
to floor radiant incidance
dS2
WhereI is radiant intensity (watt per unit solid angle).
Itcanbeshownthat I(0)=0/n forahalfhemisphere
diffuseradiator[2].Therefore theradiantintensity
viewed from dS2is
dpi
I(0) - cos(0)21
The flux differential incident upon dS2is 1(0)times the
solid angle formed by dS2 and an imaginary point source at
Si:
Therefore
dS2
d4 - cos(0)
d2 +h2
dpi dS2
d02= cos(0) cos(6)
d2+h2
1 cost (6)
= dtold02
d2+h2
The radiant incidance differential at dS2 is d02/dS2:
1 cost (0)
dEf = d01
d2+h2
Since cos2(0)=h2/(e+h2),
1
dEf -
d2 +h2 ) 2
dti
Theexitantfluxdifferential &DIistheproductof
M(0,h,r,p) and dSi:dEf =
1
IT d2 +h2 ) 2
Mc(.1),h,ri,p)dS1 (2-3)
22
where riisthe horizontal distancefromtheemitting
source to dSi (Figure 2.8).
A=Emitter
B= Detector
C=Moving point on the ceiling
Figure 2.8
Geometric relation between the floor,
ceiling, emitter and receiver
If point C is made the moving point forintegration,
its coordinate is (x,y,h). It is clear from Figure 2.7 and
2.8 that:23
2-2 2 - x .ry
d2= (x-r2)24-y2
dSi= dxdy
Substituting(2-3)for Mc(0,h,r,p),ri,dand dSiwe
obtain thedifferentialformofthefloorradiant
incidance:
ph34) 1 1
dEt dxdy
2n2[(x-r2)24-y2+h212 [x2+Y24-b2] 3/2
(2-4)
The floor radiant incidance function is the integration of
dEf over the entire ceiling surface:
ph30 1
Et(4),h,r2,11) =
2n2J1[(x-r2)2+y2+h2]2[x2+y2+h2]3/2
-m
1
dxdy
Figure2.9plotsthefloorilluminationversus
radius. Figure2.10plots the floor illumination over a
floor plane. Since an analytic solution could not be found
by the author,the above integral was numericallysolved
and plotted by a computer program.
The transmission efficiency for a ONP systemcanbe
determined from Figure 2.9or 2.11in which the curve of
Figure 2.9 is magnified.24
optical power density
Ef(f,h,r,u)
to *watt
1. 4
4
1=200mw
4=100mw
h=3m
m=.3
4
distance
10
r
t4m
Figure 2.9
Floor incident power density as a function of distance
between emitterand detector for omnidirectional and non-
direct path optical communication system
. 06 5MW/M2
411A-A
Ef(cb,h,r,U)
0P=100mw
h=3m
u=.3
30x30m2
Figure 2.10
Floor incidant power density over a 30x30m2 floorplane25
Example 2.2
Weuseconditionssimilar to Example 2.1 (distance=10
meters; effective photo detecting areadiameter=2.5mm).
The 0=100mw curve shows that the floorillumination Efis
0.62x10-5 watt/m2 at 10 meters.The optical flux received
bythedetector (1)r) is the productofEfandthe
effective detecting area:
(Dr.= 0.62x10-5x(tnx0.00252 )
= 0.304x10-1° watt
Theopticaltransmission efficiency EFF is the ratioof
received power to the total emitted power:
EFFt =
0.304x10-10
0.1
= 0.304x10-9
Thisshowsthat the signal level in a ONP system is more
thanone thousand times weaker than in a FDP systemat 10
meters.
2.3. Comparison of FDP and ONP Systems
TheONPsystemhas many attractive characteristics
thatdo not exist in the FDP system.Because it does not
require line-of-sight, obstacles between the emitterand26
power density
Efq,h,r,u)
x10-6 watt
i. 4
distance
Figure 2.11
Magnified floor incident power densitycurve
thereceiver do not affect communicationaslongas the
light beams can reach the ceiling and walls whichare line
of sight tothereceiver. Theindependence from
orientationmakesthe system highlymobilewithinthe
room. Moreover, when a common car,rier frequency channel is
used, multiple unitscan be linked to formamultiple
accesslocalareanetworkwith the ceilingbeingthe
"bus".
Quantitative analysis in the previous sectionsshows
thatthe signal power received by a photo detectorina
ONPsystem may be several thousand times weaker than in a
FDPsystem.This is a major obstacle in realizing aONP
system. Because of the stringent requirement of signal-to-
noiseratio, complicatedandsystematically optimized
system design approaches may be required.27
CHAPTER THREE
ONP COMMUNICATION RANGE ESTIMATION
Theoptical signal power level in an ONPcommunica-
tion system may be several thousand times weaker than that
ofa conventional FDP system.It is impractical to raise
the emitted optical power by thousands oftimes to obtain
similarsignallevels because of the limitations in cost
andspace.This raisesthe feasibility question for ONP
systems. This problem will be discussed in this chapter.
Criteriawillbedeterminedfortheboundaryof the
communication range. TheONP communication range,as a
function of total emitted power,data rate, and the noise
figure of the photo detector, will be found.
TherangeofONPcommunication covers acircular
domain centered at the emitter.The electronic devices in
areceivergenerateinternal noise signals. Whenthe
opticalsignalis sensed by the detector,theelectric
signal at the outputofthe detector is a mixture of the
useful signal and the noise.For successful reception the
signallevel has to be large enough to be extractedfrom
noisebytheelectronic circuitsfollowingthephoto
detector. As the distance increases,the usefulsignal
leveldecreases and the SN ratio becomes smaller. Ata
certain radius the SN ratio is too small and is beyond the
detection capability of the system. This radius is defined
to be the communication range.
Anideal external communication channel isassumed.
The ambient optical noise is ignored. The resulting range,
therefore, is an upper bound value. For random signals and
noise, unity (0dB) is usually considered the minimumSN
ratiofor successful signal recovery[7,10,12,13,14,15].28
Inthe calculations that follow,amore conservative SN
threshold of 2 will be used. This is expressed by
SN = Pe/Pn = 2 (3-1)
wherePeis the electrical signal power andPnisthe
electricalnoise power in the receiving device. theSN
ratio in the photo detector is dominant and determines the
receiver's overall SN ratio, because it is the first stage
of the receiver,and thenoise power in a photo detector
is much higher than that in a transistor [5].
Pe in a photo detectorcan be calculated knowing the
floor illuminationfunction Er,the effectivedetecting
areaS and the optical filter transmission ratio q of the
photo detector:
Po =Ef(0,h,r,p)S
Thenoisepowerin aphotodetectorisusually
characterized by NEP, the "noise equivalent power". NEP is
the incident radiant signal power needed for unity signal-
to-noiseratio,and is normalized to bandwidth.Ithas
unitsofwatt /MHz.ForahighefficiencyPINphoto
detector(seeAppendix B),NEP istypically4.2x10-1°
watt /MHz.It can be seen that thenoisepowerisalso
related tothedesiredfrequencybandwidth. Fora
specifiedSNratiotheincident radiantsignalpower
threshold can be calculated as follows:
Pe = SNNEP4-BW
where BWis the signal bandwidth. SNcan then be written
as follows:TEt(0,h,r,p)S
SN =
NEP-.[BW
(3-2)
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Ascan be seen from the above equation,both 0 and r are
expressed in implicit form.Their values must be found to
determine the feasibility of the communication system.As
there is no known analytical solution tothe illumination
function, numerical computations are requiredto evaluate
ror0withallothervariablesknown. Sincethe
illumination function is a linear function of t (therefore
it is proportional to the SN ratio),it is easier to find
the required total emittedpower given r rather than vice
versa.
Example: 3.1
Assume thatan ONP optical communication systemhas
the following parameters:
Communication range: r=l0m
Distance from devices to ceiling: h=3m
Reflectant ratio: p=0.3
Photo detector effective detecting area: S=5mm'
Photo detector optical efficiency:'7 =0.5
Photo detector noise: NEP=4.2x10-14wArilz
Signal bandwidth: BW=5kHz
Toutilize the illumination function curve of Figure2.9
and Figure 2.11,we choose 0=K100mw and use the property
of linearity Ef(K0,h,r,p)= KEf(0,h,r,P):
SKEf(0.1,h,r,p)
SN =
NEP.,(BW
K can be calculated by letting SN=2:K =SEf(0.1,h,r,p)
2x4.2x10-14x;5000
0.5x5x10-6xEf(0.1,3,10,0.3)
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From Figure 2.11, Ef(0.1,3,10,0.3)=0.62x10-5. The value of
Kis found to be 0.383.The total emitted power required
is then0=K100mw=0.383x100=38.3mw. Sincetheother
parametersused in thisestimationaretypical, this
resultstates that fora lossless communication channel,
theONP communicationradius can be 10meters with only
38.3mwemittedopticalpower. In actual systems,
modulationis almost certainly used.This results inat
least several dB loss in SN ratio.Assuming a 5dB loss in
communication channel, the 10meter range can be achieved
with 121mw of optical power.
conunication range
--- Calculated value, ideal channel
--- Calculated value, -5d8 loss channel
10, 10-,
total elated power
103
Figure 3.1
Plot of communication range vs optical power
(other parameters similar to Example 3.1)
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Most rooms are smaller than a circle of 20 meters in
diameter. 121mw optical power can be obtained byafew
infrared LEDs. The conclusion here is that the idea of the
ONP system is feasible.
Figure 3.1plots the ONP communication range versus
requiredtotaloptical power.The solid line is foran
idealcommunication channel and the dashed line is fora
communication channel with 5dB loss in SN ratio. All other
parameters are similar to Example 3.1.
Although the analytic solution can not be found, some
simplefunctioncan be sought to approximate therange-
powercurve shown by Figure 3.1.One suchfunctionhas
been found as follows.
Since mostpart of the curve is roughlyastraight
line and the curve is plotted in semilog scale,the curve
is first approximated by
R = ki.k)gimP+k2
where kiand k2 are constants. kilogloP is then replaced
byklogP+k2. Thefunction canthenbeequivalently
expressed by
P = k'eRIk.
where k and k'are constants.Ignoring the curly portion
of the curve at small values of R, the main portion of the
curvescan be approximated with k'=2.5and k=4forthe
ideal channel,k'=7.9and k=4for the 5dB loss channel,
respectively. Figure 3.2 shows the approximated analytical
solution for the power-range relationship.32
communication range
1: Calculated value, ideal channel
2: Approximated value, ideal channel
20
1: Calculated value, -5dB loss channel
2: Approximated value, -5dB loss channel
/1,//
%////
/7
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2/
total emitted power
Figure 3.2
Plot of approximated analytical solution for
the communication range versus optical power
Theapproximated analytical solution shows thatthe
requiredoptical power is an exponential function ofthe
range. The required optical power increases rapidly with
increasedrange. Inother words,ONPsystemsbecome
impracticalforlargerranges due to the requiredhigh
level of optical power.33
CHAPTER FOUR
EFFICIENCY ANALYSIS FOR
MODULATED LED TRANSMITTER
In this-chapter rules are developed that will lead to
maximumefficiencyforaLEDopticalcommunication
transmitterthatemploys a modulated carrierfrequency.
The use of modulation techniquesin a noisy communication
condition hasbeenproventoeffectivelyraisethe
system's overall performance. This will be addressed later
in Chapter Five.
Thenormalizedperformance index(NPI) ofa LED
opticalcommunication transmitter is defined as the value
ofaperformanceindexper unitofelectricalpower
consumed by the LED's.Since any LED has a limit of power
dissipation,the total consumed power is proportionalto
the number of LED's used.Therefore,the NPI can also be
interpretedas the performance indexobtainablefroma
single LED. Therecanbemany definitions of NPI. For
instance, when communication range is of interest, we like
tomaximize the useful output light power obtainableper
unitof consumed power.When we are interestedindata
rate as well as range,we may choose the productof range
and data rate obtainableper unitconsumedpower as the
NPI.
This chapter systematicallyanalyses the transmitter
performanceindex using a linearized LED model.
driver is assumedto work in a switching mode,
thedriving current has an "on"level and an "
TheLED
thatis,
off" (or
zero)level. The power output of interest isthe first
harmonic oftheoutputopticalsignal, sincemost34
receivers employ a tunedfront-end filter toreceive the
main lobeofthesignalspectrum. Therefore, the
normalized performanceindexisthe ratio ofthe first
harmonic output opticalsignalpowertothe electrical
power required to drive the LED.
On the basisoftheanalysis, aset of rules is
established in graphical and analytical form thatcanbe
used asdesigntoolstoachievebest transmitter
performance under various conditions.
4.1The Model for an Infrared LED
An infrared LED is a current controlled optical power
source.It presents good linearityin the usable current
range.Figure4.1ashows the emittedpowervs driving
current for a typical infrared LED.
TheterminalcharacteristicsofanLED arevery
similar to those ofa silicon diode, withthe junction
voltage drop being higher. Figure 4.1b illustrates the I-V
curveof a typicalinfraredLED.When calculatingthe
electrical power consumedby a LED,the terminal voltage
canbeassumedtobeconstant, hencetheaverage
electricalpoweris proportional to the averagedriving
current.
Figure4.2illustrates the transient response ofa
typical infrared LED.When the driving current isturned
on and off, the output optical power resembles exponential
curves. Thedelaysfor the "on" and"off" current
transitions are measured by the rise time tr and fall time
tf, respectively.POWER OUTPUT vs FORWARD CURRENT
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Figure 4.1
Infrared LED's static characteristics [11]
Figure 4.2
Infrared LED's transient characteristics [11]
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To simplifythecalculationin theFourier series
analysisthatwill follow shortly,we nowestablisha
model fortheLED. Themodelhas the following
characteristics:36
1) The power transfer function is linear
2) The power output response to a step current input
isaramp function before it reaches thesteady
state.
Theslope of the ramp is determined in the following
way:the optical energy generated by the real and modeled
LED are the same.In Figure 4.3,this requires the areas
underthesolid curve and the dotted curve be thesame.
The dotted curve can be describedby 1-e-t/T where T is a
constant.Let the time integral of the two curves bethe
same:
or
or
lim[lts+(t-ts) j(1-e-8/T)d6]= 0
t->0) 8=0
lim[T(e-tn-1)+Its] = 0
t->co
is= 2T (4-1)
Since the response time of an infrared LED is usually
given inthe form of rise time (tr)andfalltime (tf)
insteadof the time constant T of the exponentialcurve,
we need to translatetr and tf into Tr and Tf so that the
ramp time (switching time) to can be expressed in terms of
tr or tf. Both tr andtf are defined as thetimeneeded
for the quantity to change from the 10%point to the90%
point, as shown by Figure 4.3.
The relationship between Tr and tris found by solving
the exponential curve for Tr at tr values 0.1 and 0.9:37
Tr= tr/2.2
The same relation holds between tf and Ti'.Replacing T in
(4-1) we obtain the relation between the model's ramp time
and LED's rise and fall time:
tar= 0.91tr
tsf= 0.91tf
Optical power
1 ,1
F-
Actual response
--- Approximated response
to
Figure 4.3
Approximated step response of LED
t
Atlarger driving current,theinfrared LED's rise
time and fall time approach the same value, as illustrated
byFigure 4.4.In switching mode operations,the LED is
commonlydrivenbylargecurrentforhigher device
utilization. Therefore the same ramp time will be used for
both the rising andfalling period,denotedby ts,the
switchingtimeof the output optical power.Itcanbe
calculated by ts=0.91tr.The model of the infrared LED is
then completed, as illustrated by Figure 4.5.38
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The model of an infrared LED39
4.2 The LED Driving Method
Two importantparametersarenowdefinedwhich
completelyspecifyhowthe LED model isdrivenbya
periodical on-off type input current function.
Switching time duty cycle a. a is the ratio of the
LED'sswitchingtimeistothe periodof the driving
current. Since a=fts=1/t81 ,it is also thecarrier
frequency normalized to Ilts.
Driving current duty cycle P. 0 is the ratio of the
"on" time to the period of the driving current.
These are illustrated by Figure 4.6.For conveniencethe
frequency andamplitudeofthedrivingcurrent is
normalized. Since the optical power efficiencyis based
144- 2 1143
-"II.-21TCX
Driving current
Optical power
2 .7T
Figure 4.6
Relationship between switching cycle (a) and driving
current duty cycle (0) for a LED.40
on time average,thenormalizationwillnot affect the
results. All the math manipulations that follow are linear
so the amplitude normalization can be easily restored when
needed.
When the LED switching time is fixed,aispropor-
tional to the driving frequency. Therefore, a and 0 define
the frequency and duty cycle of the driving current. These
two parameters are exactly what a system designer needs to
know.
Both a and 0 affect the output optical power in terms
of its firstharmonic, thepower component useful to a
receiver.As a (or frequency)increases, moredriving
poweriswasted in the switchingperiod, causingthe
optical power efficiency to decreasewhichresultsin a
shorter communication range.Increased carrier frequency,
onthe other hand,can carry more informationperunit
time. As 0 decreases,both outputpowerand the driving
power decrease. There is apparently a trade-offbetween
thepowerefficiency and data rate. Onlyquantitative
analysis can help a designer to choose a and 0 to meet his
particularlyweighted interests in opticalpower
efficiency and data rate.
4.3 Power Efficiency as a Function of a and 13
Wehave defined the optical power efficiency earlier
as theratioof the useful (or firstharmonic) output
opticalpoweremittedfromainfraredLEDto the
electrical power consumed by the LED. Our interest here is41
tofindthe conditions (a and (3)leading to the maximum
useful output optical power efficiency.
Since the LED has a nearly constantterminal voltage
for a large range of driving current, the electrical power
consumedby the LED can be considered to beproportional
to the average of the driving current. The averagedriving
currentisproportional to (3,so theelectricalpower
consumption is also proportional to Q.
The first harmonicof the outputopticalpoweris
determinedbytheshape oftheopticaloutputpower
waveform, henceit is a function of both a and Q. The
first harmonic of the waveform can be determinedfrom the
Fourier series analysis. Figure 4.7 shows the two possible
cases of the output optical power waveform.
case 1 13?.a case 2 (3<a
Figure 4.7
Output optical power waveforms
The optical powerfunctioncan bedescribed by the
following equations:42
if On (case1)
0 xE[-TE,-n(54-a))
I
f(x)= xE[-n(13+a), -n(5-a)) --- [x+n(D+a)]
2na
1 xE[-n((3 -a), 0]
if (3 <a (case 2)
0
1
-TE-a-(x+2n0)
X E [-n, -2E0)
X E[ -2n(3,0)
and f(-x)=f(x). The functions are symetric about x=0.The
Fourier series is
ao co
f(x) =
2
+
n1[ancos(nx)+bnsin(nx)]
=
(4-2)
Thefunction is symetric about x=0,therefore all bn are
zero. We are interested in finding al=f(x) In=only:
1
al= f(x)cos(x)dx
-n
0
f(x)cos(x)dx
-n
2
The solution is found as
az=
2
ant
1
sin(n(3)sin(na) On
[1-cos(2n(3)]
ant
13<a
(4-3)43
The series isconvergentbecause f(x) satisfies
Dirichlet's sufficientcondition for convergence
(piecewise smooth), as illustrated by Figure 4.7.
(4-3) represents the useful output optical power as a
functionofnormalizedcarrierfrequencyanddriving
currentdutycycle. It is plotted in Figure4.8. It
indicatesthat,to obtainmaximum useful opticalpower
withoutconsidering efficiency, 13should be 0.5 (square
wavedrivingcurrent with 50%duty cycle) andalow
carrier frequency should be used.
Dividingalby 0,which is proportionaltopower
consumption,we get the optical power efficiencfunction
Ep(a,0) of Figure 4.9.
Figure 4.10 isthesam- functionwithseveral
emphasizing curves, di,ding thesurfaceintoseveral
zones. LineABE 's the line witha=0.Line ABF is the
maximumefficiency line for specified a's.Two important
conclusions canbedrawnfromthepowerefficiency
surface:
1) Given the normalized carrier frequency (or a),
thereexistsanoptimaldrivingcurrentduty
cycle. Thevalue of this optimal (3is equal to a
if a is less than 0.371, and is equal to 0.371
otherwise;
2) Smaller a (or lower frequency) yields higher
power efficiency. Lower frequencies shouldbe
used whenever possible, if the optical power
efficiency is to be maximized.44
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Output optical power as a function of normalizedcarrier
frequency and driving current duty cycle.
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Consideringtheabove facts,thesuitable working
pointof the LED driver should be chosen along line AB in
Figure4.10. Itis interesting to note thatthebest
efficienciesare obtained when the outputopticalpower
waveformis a triangle pulse train (since a.>:0 along ABF).
Figure 4.10plots the contour of the efficiency curve for
higher readability.
The significanceof the power efficiency function is
that itprovidesan easy way fordesigners to selecta
propercarrierfrequency and an optimal drivingcurrent
duty cycle to achieve maximum optical power efficiency, or
inotherwords,to use the least amountofpowerand
smallest number of devices.
Example 4.1
Assume that thecentercarrierfrequencyfoof a
modulatedinfrared data communication systemislimited
within 100 kHz to 500 kHz. The Infrared LED selected has a
rise/fall time tr of 0.5ps.Determine the propercarrier
frequency and driving current duty cycle.
Solution:
From Figure 4.10 we know that a smaller a results in a
higherefficiency. Since a is proportional tofo, we
choose fo=100kHz. a can be calculated by its definition:
a =
LED switching time
Driving current cycle47
= 0.91trfo
= 0.91x0.5x10-6x500x103
= 0.046
can then be determined from Figure 4.10. Since a is less
than 0.371,the point is on line AB of Figure 4.10and a
is the same as a(0.046). The actual value ofshould be
slightly greater than 0.046to tolerate error so that the
curve would not go into the sharply dropping zone of (3<a.
4.4 Comprehensive Optimization
Theprevious section solved the problemoffinding
the optimal duty cycle.The "optimal"carrierfrequency
(or a),however,does not existingeneral,since the
definition ofoptimalfrequencymight bedifferentin
different situations.
Generally, the carrierfrequencyaffectsthe power
efficiency and the data rate in opposite ways.On the one
hand, alower carrier frequencyyieldshigherpower
efficiency because lesspoweris wasted in switching the
LED(Figure 4.9).On the other hand,ahighercarrier
frequency shifts thesignal band farther from the ambient
noise spectrum,and often makesthe receiver's front-end
filtermoreefficient. If thefrequencyweretobe
optimized,therehastobe a comprehensive performance
index(or"figureof merit")that combinesthepower
efficiency and data rate in some way.In the example that
follows,we illustratehowatransmitteris optimized
toward a particular performance index with an illustrative
ambient noise power density spectrum.48
Example 4.2
An ONP infrared datacommunicationsystemusesFM
modulation techniques. Thearea of the transmission domain
of the transmitter is considered equally important tothe
communication data rate.The ambient infrared noise power
has its highestdensity in the lower frequency band.For
example, assume that the spectraldensity is described by
N=(10a+1) /(a+10) where a is the normalized frequency.The
LED has a rise/fall time of 0.5ps.Determine an optimal
set of carrier frequency and driving current duty cycle.
Solution:
Sincethecommunicationareaanddatarateare
equally important, we use the product of the two divided
by the power consumption as the performance index to judge
the optimization. This choice gives the communication area
and the data rate the same effect in affecting the index.
It can beseenfromtheillumination functions in
Chapter Two that the floor illumination levelisroughly
inversely proportional to 0/r2 (Po/r2 in this case). Range
r is roughly proportional to ;Po, so the area covered by
the communication is roughly proportional to Po.For a FM
receiverhavingacertain modulation index, the channel
capacity(proportionaltothe maximumdatarate) is
inversely proportional to the noise power spectral density
[10], [13].Thereforethe performance index can be chosen
as
Q = Po/Pe49
= n-1Ep(a,13)
a+10
a1/13
10a+1
where a isthe carrier frequencynormalized to the LED's
switching frequency l/ts; alis the first harmonic of the
output optical power expressed by Eq. (4-3).
Qcanbeconvenientlyevaluatedbyacomputer
program. Figure 4.12 illustrates the numerical solution to
Q near its peak point.Qis also plotted in Figure 4.13,
andits contour is plotted in Figure 4.14 foraccurate
reading.
Nowthe carrier frequency and drivingcurrentduty
cycle can be calculated:
fo=
a
is
a
0.91tr
0.308
0.91x0.5x10-6
= 677 kHz
and 3 =0.308 from Figure 4.14.Therefore the system should
use acenter carrier frequency of about 677 kHzanda
driving current duty cycle of 30.8% for highest efficiency
in terms of communication covered area and data rate.50
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CHAPTER FIVE
OMNIDIRECTIONAL AND NON-DIRECT PATH
OPTICAL COMMUNICATION EXPERIMENTS
Onthebasis of the analysis done intheprevious
chapters, the author has experimented indesigningand
implementinga ONP infraredopticaldatacommunication
system(named OptoNet).In this chapter,the process of
designwillbe illustrated and the test results,which
have been successful, will be presented.
Theresults of the experiments not only supportthe
theoreticalanalysis but alsoshowed that infrared light
generatedby LEDs can successfully be usedtoimplement
omnidirectional and non-directpathindoor data communi-
cations.
The experiment wasdesignedtodetermine the
following characteristics:
1. Range vs Transmitter Orientation;
2. Range vs Receiver Orientation;
3. Range vs optical power;
4. Error rate vs distance.
5.1System Level Considerations
The system consists oftwoidenticalcommunication
units. Each contains an infrared light transmitter, an
infrared light receiver, and the required control hardware
andsoftware. The twounitswereplaced in arbitrary53
locationsfar apart from each other in a largeroom. A
workbench was used as the barrier which blocked theline-
of-sightbetweenthe units. Opticalsignalstraveled
betweenthetwo unitsviareflection off theceiling.
Themostfundamentaldesignconsiderationisto
select the frequency spectrum band in which the data is to
becontained.Inits simplestformthedatacanbe
represented by the emitted optical power level;A "one"
turns on the optical emitter and a "0"turns it off. This
issometimes called "base band"transmissionsincethe
frequencyspectrum of the transmitted signal is thesame
as that of the data.If a higher frequency is used as the
carrierwhichis modulated by the data, the signalis
usually shifted to a higher frequency band. This is called
"broad band" transmission.
Whether or not modulation is needed depends upon such
factorsastheambientnoisespectrum, transmission
efficiency, frequency usage regulations,etc [14]. In our
case,the major concernis to minimize the ambient noise
interference.
The minimum amount of signal power to be receivedby
the photo detector is in the vicinity ofthe level of the
internal noise power in the detector [14,15].In reality,
thephoto-detector sees not only the signal but alsothe
ambientor "noise"light.This is the sumofinfrared
powerfromsourceslikesolar illumination, interior
lighting,light from a computermonitor, aTV remote
controller,etc.Most energyin these noise sourcesis
concentrated at a constant d.c. and lower frequency range.
Anillustrativeplotof theindoorambient light
energyspectrum,as seen by a 880nm photo detector, is54
shown in Figure 5.1[16].The smaller lobes at multiples
of 60Hz are due to the 60Hz electricity powering the lamps
intheroom.These lobes attenuateveryquicklywith
increasingfrequency due to the low speed response of the
lightingmaterialsusedinthe lamps, mainly the
incandescent lamp and the flourescent lamps. There is also
a wideband white noise background that is generated by all
sources generating near infrared energy.
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Fig 5.1
Noise spectrum of indoor ambient IR light
The spectrum of most forms of data occupies the range
fromd.c.up to a certain frequency.The ambientlight
spectrumoverlapswiththedata's spectrumandcould
override data by thousands of times in power level.It is
therefore mandatory fornear infrared optical
communicationsystemtousebroadbandtechnology to
eliminatetheunwanted noisesignal ofambientlight.
Sincetheambientnoise energyisconcentratedbelow
several kilohertz, the carrier frequency of the broad band55
signal should be at least several tens of kilohertz.
The choiceofamodulationschemeisanother
important decision to make. Modulation theory and practice
arediscussed in detail in the literature and will not be
dealtwith here.It is well known that FM modulationis
superior in overcoming noise.Whenthe modulating signal
isof discrete nature,the FM modulation is alsocalled
FSKor frequency shift keying.Two level FSK is usedin
the experimental system for its simple implementation.
5.2. Transmitter Design
The major parameters to be determined are the carrier
frequency, driving current duty cycle,drivingcurrent
amplitude and modulation parameters.
The carrier frequency used in the experiment has been
chosenmainly according to componentavailability. The
radioIFfrequency (a 455kHz frequency internal toRF
receivers) has been chosen because filtersarereadily
available at this frequency band.455kHzis far enough
fromthe low interferenceIR spectrum yet canbestill
handled byIR LEDs.The center carrier frequency used is
445 kHz which is conveniently derivedfromthesystem
clockfrequency and is still within thetuningrange of
the standard 455 kHz components.
The normalized frequency awas found as 0.202 (refer
to Example 4.1). The driving current duty cycle A can then
bedeterminedusing the curve in Figure 4.10. Forthe
typicalGaA1AsinfraredLEDused intheexperimental
system, the optimal duty cycle has been found as 0.202. In
the actual implementation,however, agreater A value of56
0.4 has been used,merely for the simplicity of hardware,
since a singleCMOScounter could be used both as a duty
cyclecontrollerandfrequency synthesizer. Thishas
resulted in a system with lower power efficiency(roughly
10% lossin efficiency,as can be evaluatedbyusing
Figure 4.10 and 4.11).
Thefirst harmonic component in theoutputoptical
power of a LED can be calculated as follows.First,find
k, the d.c.power transfer ratio of the LED from the data
sheet(it is 0.2mW/mA for the LEDs used in OptoNet).The
peakofthe output pulse is thentheon-statedriving
current times this ratio.Equation (4-3) can then be used
toevaluatethe peak of first harmoniccomponent. The
average first harmonic (or sine wave) power is obtained by
multiplyingthepeakvalueby2/n. IntheOptoNet
experiment, a=0.202and A=0.4. Designating the on-state
drivingcurrent as ion,the first harmonic componentof
the output optical power is:
2 2
P = k- sin(nA)sin(na) Ion
ant
= 0.072Ion (mW)
Ion in the expression has the unit of mA.
The LED driver was designed such that by changing the
value of two resistors the on-state driving current can be
altered.This provided an easy way of measuring the curve
of range vs optical power.
Themodulationdeviation is ±3.7%as aresultof
usingamodulo 13-14variable divider in thefrequency
synthesis. Witha data rate of severalkilohertzthis
deviation makesthesystem work as a wideband FM system,57
which has a detection threshold of 5dB at unity input SN
ratioandagood output SN ratio forlargerinputSN
ratios[14,15]. The bandwidth occupied by the FM signal can
be roughly calculatedby BW=2B+2F,where B is the useful
bandwidth of the data, F is the frequency deviation and is
equaltothecenterfrequencytimesthemodulation
deviation [14].Theblock diagram of the transmitteris
shown in Figure 5.3.
5.3Receiver Design
The receiver isquite similarto a FM radio commun-
ication receiver with the RFfront-end and mixer replaced
by an IR front end.The key design considerations are the
input network and the total system gain.
The"antenna"of an IR receiver is thefourphoto
diodeswhichconvertopticalpowerinto corresponding
electrical current. ThefourPINphotodiodes are
physically placed in a hemisphere arrangement, pointing in
four directions.Unlike a RF antenna, which usually has a
low impedance of 50ohms,photodiodes are current source
type devices and have very high impedances in the vicinity
of100k ohm.The equivalent circuit of aphotodoideis
shown by Figure5.3.The capacitance is caused by the PN
junction capacitance.
To efficiently draw signal power from the photodiodes
aJFET transistor is used.Its high input impedancenot
onlymatchesthephotodiodesbutalsomakes filter
coupling easier. A double-tuned LC network is used for the
front-end filter. It is designedtohave a flat response
from 420to 470kHz to include the FM signal with a data
rate up to 5000 bit/sec.58
O c
Fig 5.2
Equivalent circuit of photo diodes
An FMlimiter/demodulator IC MC3361is used asthe
mainamplifier. TheMC3361works well withaninput
voltageof lmv applied to its 1k input resistance. This
requiresaninputpower of 10-9 watt. Afront-end
amplifieris needed to boost the photodiode signal toat
least this level. The smallestmeaningful signal from the
photodiode is around NEP*1/13:
NEP*4B=4.2*10-14*4-5000=3*10-12 (watt)
Thegain needed is then
10-9/3*10-12=25dB
Consider the 5dB detection threshold of the FM system, the
minimum gain required forthe front-end is 20dB.This is
implemented by a two transistor amplifier stage, providing
more than 30dB gain at 445 kHz. The block diagram of the
receiver is shown in Figure 5.3.\11
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TheIRtransmitter and receiver is controlled bya
microcontroller system.Intel's 8044is used as the CPU.
Withitsbuilt-in SDLC data link controller, anerror
controlled data link is easily implemented.There are 32k60
bytes of RAM space shared by program and data.A32k ROM
servesasthefixedprogrammemory, containing an
operating system. The device interfaces to a user thru the
serial port, and is able to download program/data from the
serial port to the 32k RAM.
5.5Test Results
Packetizeddata communication experiments havebeen
conductedwiththeabovementionedsystemusingtwo
identical units of OptoNet,unit A andunit B.The test
environment was a large (20 by 50meter) office room with
a light grey, non-glossy ceiling about 3 meters high.The
floor wasdarkgrey carpet.Thefollowingtestswere
included:
1. Range vs Transmitter Orientation;
2. Range vs Receiver Orientation;
3. Range vs optical power;
4. Error rate vs distance.
In 1), 2)and 3), 219data packets, each containing
54bytes of 8-bit serial data were sentfrom unitA to
unit B.The threshold range was reached when dataerrors
sharply increased as the distance was increased.
5.5.1 Range vs Transmitter Orientation
In this test,the transmitter was rotated 8 times at
45° increments todeterminetherange vs device
orientation. The results are tabulated in Figure 5.4.61
Unit A transmitting
orientation range
0° 13.5m
45° 12.0m
90° 10.0m
135° 11.5m
180° 11.5m
225° 11.5m
270° 10.5m
315° 12.5m
Unit B transmitting
orientation range
0° 11.0m
45° 10.5m
90° 10.0m
135° 11.0m
180° 11.0m
225° 10.5m
270° 10.5m
315° 10.5m
Fig 5.4
Measurement of range vs transmitter orientation
Thedirectionsofthe 8 LEDsoneachunitwere
adjustedlater.The ranges after the adjustment were12
metersfrom A to B and 10.5meters from B to A (at 265mW
sine wave optical output.
5.5.2 Range vs Receiver Orientation
In this test, the receiver was rotated 8 times at 45°
incrementsto determine the range vs deviceorientation.
The results are tabulated in Figure 5.5.
Unit A receiving
orientation range
0. 10.5m
45° 10.5m
90° 10.0m
135° 10.0m
180° 10.5m
225° 10.5m
270° 10.5m
315° 10.5m
Unit B receiving
orientation range
0° 12.0m
45° 11.5m
90° 11.0m
135° 12.0m
180° 12.0m
225° 11.5m
270° 11.5m
315° 11.5m
Fig 5.5
Measurement of Range vs Receiver Orientation62
5.5.3 Communication Range Test
After theuniformdirectionaldistribution was
obtainedinlast test, thecurve of range vsemitted
optical power was measured. Figure 5.6 shows the locations
of the units withintheroom and how units were moved to
varythedistance.The output power levels were setby
varyingresistors in the LED drivers to controltheon-
state driving current. The results are tabulated in Figure
5.7. The results are also plotted in Figure 5.8 to compare
with the theoretical calculation.
objects (work benches, etc.)
unit unit
I<- - - >
obstacle
20x50m
Figure 5.6
Locations of unit A and unit B in the range test63
Peak
current
(mA)
Optical power
(mean value)
mW
Range (m)
A transmits B transmits
14.0 8 0* 0*
24.5 14 2.3 2
50.0 29 4.5 4
95.0 55 7.5 6.5
190.0 109 9 7.5
461.0 265 12 10.5
* a distance of 0 to 1 meter did not make obvious difference.
Fig 5.7
OptoNet range vs optical power
range (meters)
15
10
010°
--- Calculated value, ideal channel
Calculated value, -5d8 loss channel
oMeasured value, unit A transsittingt
xMeasured value, unit 8 transaittingt
X
10' 102 103 104
optical power (0)
Fig 5.8
Comparison of theoretical range and measured range64
Inthe above test the optical power values wereset
by setting thedrivingcurrentofthe LED's which have
specified power transfer ratio of 0.2mW/mA.Althoughthe
transfer ratio has tolerance,the average powertransfer
ratioof the 8 LED's can be considered quite close to the
mean value. A more accurate plot which shows the effect of
component tolerance is shown by Figure 5.9,inwhich the
range is plotted against the on-time (or peak) LED driving
current. A typical tolerance of ±10% is assumed.
range (meters)
20
15
10
--- Calculated value, t101 tolerance,ideal channel
Calculated value, t10% tolerance, -5d8 loss channel
oMeasured value, unit A transmitting*
xMeasured value, unit 8 transmitting*
r
I
//
A'-
100 10i 102 103 104
peat driving current (iA)
Fig 5.9
Comparison of theoretical range and measured range
(component tolerance considered)
5.5.4. Error Rate Test
Inthe error rate test,communicationerrorrates
were determined versus distance.UnitAwas used as the
transmitter. Figure 5.7lists the test data. Ineach
measurement 219 packets were sent.Distance Valid packets received
Om 219
12m 219
12.5m 192
13m 44
14m 0
100%
50%
Fig 5.10
Valid packets versus distance
0 2 4 6 3 10 12
distance
Fig 5.11
Error rate versus distance
5.6 Analysis of Test Results
16 18
(M)
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1. Both the transmitterandreceiver presented good
directionalcharacters. Byproperlyadjusting the
orientaionandanglesoftheLEDs, veryuniform
distribution of optical power can be achieved.66
2. At larger optical power levels, the curve of range
vsopticalpower agrees with the analyticalcurvevery
well (Figure 5.8) .The range is some what below expected
values. This couldbecaused by some of thefollowing
reasons: thetransmitterwasnot workingatmaximum
efficiencypoint(seesection5.2);The design of the
receiver isnot optimal; Theassumptionsusedin the
calculation differ from actuality; etc.
Thediscrepancy at lower power level is mostlikely
tobe caused by the extra amount of reflected powerfrom
the surrounding objects.
Theexperimental curve bent down a little atlarger
power. This was possibly caused by the temperature rise of
LEDsatlargerdrive.LEDoutputpowerdegradesas
temperature rise [11].
3.The different performance of the two units can be
explainedbythe parameter variationsamongelectronic
components. Initially, unitAhadamuchworse
performance. Itwas foundout laterthat the
microprocessor on the unit A board generated higher levels
ofRF interference which caused a degradation intheSN
ratio.After shielding the front-end circuit with a metal
sheet, most of the interference was eliminated andunit
A's performance was improved greatly.
4.The sharp increase of error rate beyond a certain
distancesuggeststhatlittle can be doneinsoftware
(suchas error control/repeated transmissions,etc.)to
extendtherange considerably.The reasonbehindthis
sharpincreaseof error is due totheFMmodulation's
threshold effect. Detailed analysis on FM threshold effect
and threshold curves can be found in [14].CHAPTER SIX
SUMMARY
6.1 Achievements
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Inconclusion,this thesis work showed that the ONP
system,apotentially useful and cost-effective communi-
cation facility, is feasible and demonstrated
experimentallythatsuchsystemsarepractical. ONP
systemsaresuitableinapplicationswherelocalized
wireless andomnidirectionaldatacommunicationsare
desired. Thesemayincludehospital,restaurantand
offices, etc. Inlargefloorssuchasfactories,
omnidirectional ceiling repeaters may be required.
The achievements of this research work are summarized
as follows.
1. Illumination Functions
Almost all existing optical communication systems are
focused(or semifocused), direct-pathsystems (FDP
systems), TheopticalcouplinginaFDPsystemis
relativelyefficient.In an omnidirectional,non-direct
path (ONP) system, optical signals are spread all over the
room.Line-of-sight transmission of light is not assumed.
Thisresults inverypooroptical coupling between the
transmitter and the receiver.
In order tostudythefeasibility of ONPsystems,
quantitative analysis is required.This was done by first
deriving illumination functions. The illumination function68
of aDP system is an optical powerdensityfunctionof
distancebetweenthe transmitter and the receiver, the
totalemittedopticalpower and the cone angleofthe
light beams.The illumination function of a ONP system is
anoptical power density functionof the distance, the
height and reflectance ratio of the ceiling and thetotal
emittedopticalpower. Comparison ofthe illumination
functionsof FDP and ONP systems reveals that the optical
signal strength of a ONP system is several thousands times
lower than that of a DP system under typical conditions.
2. Feasibility of ONP systems
Theilluminationof the ONP system is then usedto
calculatetheamountofopticalpowerthataphoto
detector can pickup at distance.The random noisein a
photodetectordetermine theminimumrequiredoptical
signalpower incident to the detector. Aminimum signal-
to-noise (SN) ratio is required by the signal processor to
recover the signal.Thisyields amaximum communication
distance.Under typical conditions,the theoreticalONP
communication range is approximately 10meters with a few
infrared LEDs operating simultaneously. This suggests that
ONP systems are feasible.
3. Optimal LED Driving Conditions
Theoptical powerefficiencydirectlyaffects the
feasibility. Poor efficiency would result in usingmore
optical electronic devices.In order to reach the highest
optical powerefficiency,driving methods fortheLEDs
driver were studied.It wasshown that the transmitter's
optical-electricalefficiencyisa function of a, the
normalized carrier frequency, and 13,the duty cycle of the
driving current. Thereexistsasetof optimal (a,13)69
pairs. Graphical and analytical methods were workedout
whichcanbeusedbydesignerstoachievehighest
transmitter efficiency.
4. System Level Considerations
The keyindesigning a receiver istohave a good
signal-to-noise ratio in order to extend the communication
rangewithan existing signal illumination.Becausean
opticalreceiver is very similar to a radioreceiverin
natureexcept for the energy transducer,RF theories and
technologiescanbereadily used in thedesignofan
opticalreceiver.The particular problem inanoptical
receiver isto choose good opticaldetectors(withlow
noise), andmatchit to the front-endamplifier. In
choosing thecarrierfrequency, thespectralrange
containingmostof the ambient optical noiseshouldbe
avoided. Thetransmitterefficiency should also be taken
into consideration,sinceitisafunction of carrier
frequency. There is usually a trade-off.
5. ONP Optical Communication ExperimentOptoNet
The practicalityoftheONPopticaldatacommu-
nication was demonstrated by a successful experimentwith
OptoNet,asimple ONP system.Thesystem used low-cost
electronic components toimplementtwoidentical micro-
processor controlled units. Frequency modulation was used.
8 infrared LEDs were used on each unit.Thetest results
closelyagreedwiththeanalytical results. An
omnidirectionalandnon-directpath rangeof12mwas
recorded with a data rate of 3200 bit/sec.70
6.2 Suggestions for Further Work
Someinteresting tests and work have not beendone.
Theyareeither beyond the scope of thisstudyorthe
limitation of the resources available to the author at the
time of experiment. These are listed as follows:
1. The measurement of the illumination function for
theomnidirectional and non-direct path system.Thisis
thedirectapproachto verifythefunction. Inthe
author's experiment, theilluminationfunction is
indirectly verified by measuringthe range.The complete
measurement, however, requires a highly sensitive infrared
optical power meter and a large empty room.
2. Therelationship between range anddatarate.
Theoreticallythe SN ratio of the receiverisinversely
proportional to the square root of signal bandwidth if the
channel is also matched to this bandwidth.Thereforethe
range would decreasewith increased signal bandwidth. The
test requires thesystem'sabilitytochange the
transmissiondata rate,the bandwidth ofthefront-end
filters, the detection slope of the FM detector andthe
bandwidth of the data (audio) filter.
Aroughestimateof data ratecanbeestimated,
though.Becausetheir slow rise/falltime, high power
infraredLEDscanbe driven by carrierfrequenciesno
higher than 1MHz or so. Their maximum data rate is limited
bythehighestmodulating frequency.Thisisroughly
100kHz. Thecommunication range would be very smallat
this data rate.
3.The scope of this study was to analyze and verify
thefeasibility of the omnidirectional,non-directpath71
optical data link.The application of such data links may
include the local area network.In a network environment,
manyunitswould share the same data path (theinfrared
carrier). TheCSMAnetworkprotocol[16]would be
suitablewithmodifications.Many problemsinsucha
wirelesssystemresemble those in a radiocommunication
network, hencethe protocols used in the variousradio
networks may be referenced.
The othernetworking approach is to assign different
carrier frequency channels to different units. There would
bemore than one "bus"in this approach.The numberof
channels, however, is quite limited due to the low carrier
frequency.For example,only about 10channels could be
used for such a system implemented by OptoNet units, since
each channel would occupy 40kHz channel capacity.72
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